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Optimal flip-angle choice in GRE-EPI fMRI
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Introduction: SNR, an important limit in fMRI, is influenced by
the flip-angle in GRE-EPI sequences. An optimization of the flip-
angle is presented through signal strength and signal stability meas-
urements.
Method: fMRI procedures were obtained in two Philips Intera
1.5T machines with different gradients. Each fMRI experiment
consisted of 80 dynamic acquisitions covering the whole brain (24
slices) with a GRE-EPI (TR=2000 ms, TE=50 ms, slice thickness 5
mm, 96x96 acquisition matrix, FOV=220 mm).
The flip-angle was varied from 35º to 95º, on 15º intervals. The
whole flip-angle test was performed three times in different days.
The motor activation paradigm was designed as hand apprehension
(the subjects opened and closed the hand at 1 Hz in the activation
block [A] being motionless in the rest block [R]).

fMRI images were analysed using SPM2 (Statistical Parametric
Mapping, FIL, London, UK). The process consisted of realign-
ment, coregistration to anatomical images and smoothing (6 mm
full-width half-maximum kernel). Statistical images were finally
obtained with a corrected (family-wise error) p=0.05 value and a
minimum extent k=20. Five optimization parameters were selected,
representing the amount of activation (BOLD extension: number of
voxels activated; SNR) and signal stability (temporal fluctuation of
signal; lateralisation variation to the first experiment; SNR varia-
tion).
Results: Unacceptable temporal fluctuation of the signal was ob-
served in the 35º and 95º flip-angle images. Therefore, these se-
quences were disregarded. The number of activated voxels was
smaller for 50º, being similar for 65º and 80º. SNR was similar in
the 50º and 65º sequences, and higher than in the 80º flip-angle one.
Relative lateralisation variation and SNR variation were smaller in
the 65º flip-angle sequence than with the other two flip-angles.
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Figure 1: Signal strength. Number of activated voxels and SNR
normalised to maximum value.

Figure 2: Signal stability.
Conclusion: Sequence optimization is very important in fMRI be-
cause a lower SNR and instability values give very poor results. We
have shown a methodology to improve fMRI sequences with
changes in the flip-angle related to signal strength and stability.
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Introduction: In behavioural studies, observers judge the parallel
lines of the Mueller-Lyer illusion (MLI) to be of different lengths,
but they are accurate when responding to these lengths by properly
displacing their arms. According to a currently much-debated hy-
pothesis, functional dissociations of this kind reflect a division of
labour between two parts of the visual system: The ventral stream
from primary visual cortex (V1) to infero-temporal cortex uses ob-
ject-relative spatial coordinates for object constancy and recogni-
tion, whereas the dorsal stream from V1 to posterior parietal cortex
uses observer-relative locations to guide movements. Here we re-
port preliminary neuroimaging observations testing this two-visu-
al-system hypothesis.
Subjects and Methods: An fMRI study was carried out using a 1.5
T Philips Gyroscan Intera imager and EPI technique. Ten informed
healthy male volunteers were asked to view a milky screen, where
versions of Muller-Lyer visual stimuli were projected. In the first
condition (perceptual report), subjects had to lift their arms when
they perceived the lines length as different. In the second condition
(motor response), they had to respond to line length by reaching out
and appropriately spacing their arms. Data pre-processing (image
realignment, normalization and smoothing) and statistical analysis
of significant relative regional BOLD response changes were per-
formed using SPM2 software (Wellcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, London, Uk).
Results: Preliminary findings confirm behavioural observation and
show different activation of occipito-temporal and occipito-parietal
pathways in the two situations.
Discussion: It is speculated that this different activation is related
to the performed task and that it further supports a role of the occip-

ito-parietal pathway in coordinate transformation for visuomotor
behaviour.
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Neural correlates of the number-size congruency effect
F. Koppelstaetter; University of Innsbruck Department of
Radiology II, Neuroradiology, Innsbruck, AUSTRIA.

Behavioral evidence indicates that number words and digits auto-
matically activate an abstract numerical magnitude representation.
The affinity of digits to an abstract magnitude representation might
also be responsible for the number-size congruity effect. It has been
observed that comparison times are influenced when two numbers
that have to be compared also differ in font size. Reaction times
upon comparing two simultaneously presented digits are generally
shorter, when the physical font-size is congruent with the numeri-
cal magnitude while they are longer when physical and numerical
magnitude information interfere. A similar congruity effect is ob-
served when the participants are instructed to compare the physical
font size of the digts and to ignore their numerical value. Bilateral
areas in the parietal lobes, especially in the intra-parietal sulcus,
have been observed to respond more strongly to close than to far
distances in a numerical comparison task, independent of number
format. It is a matter of debate, however, whether the activation in
this area is number-specific or if it is also found in other compari-
son tasks, such as physical size comparison.
We presented pairs of single digits to 17 participants in a number-
size congruity task using an event-related design during an fMRI-
measurement. In half of the blocks, participants were asked to
decide which digit is the numerically larger, in the other half they
were to decide which of the two digits is the physically large. In
both tasks, digit pairs were either congruent, incongruent, or neutral.
Digits with a small numerical distance activated areas on the intra-
parietal sulcus bilaterally more than digits with a large numerical
distance. Parietal areas were activated bilaterally in the neutral con-
dition of the physical comparison task, but more anteriorly than in
the numerical comparison task. This indicates that the activation in
the intraparietal sulcus might indeed be number-specific.
Compatible with the literature on non-numerical Stroop paradigms,
incongruent trials lead in both tasks to a stronger activation in the
bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal gyrus and in the anterior cingulate
than congruent trials. These areas are assumed to be involved in at-
tentional processes such as response and error monitoring.
Overall, our results corroborate the key role of the intraparietal sul-
cus for number comparison. Importantly, in addition to being able
to replicate Pinel et al�s. (2001) findings of a negative correlation
between numerical distance and parietal activation by using a nu-
merical Stroop paradigm, our results further suggest that intrapari-
etal sulcus activation might be number-specific.
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Isoflurane as an alternative for alpha-chloralose anesthesia
during fMRI studies in rats
M. Sommers1, J. v. Egmond2, L. H. D. J. Booij2, 
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Introduction: Alpha-chloralose has been the drug of choice for
fMRI studies in rats, because it provides a stage of deep sedation
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